
IBM ELS Systems
Enterprise Linux Server Consolidation into a greener 
footprint on a potentially Monumental Scale

Overview
With the demand being placed today on IT infrastructure increasing in relation to Mobile, Data 
and Cloud, the commoditised market is becoming more and more competitive with a strong drive 
towards offering higher levels of service at a lower cost. The more customised markets require 
agility and quality. The key to both is an IT infrastructure that is cost optimised and that can react 
rapidly to new and ever changing demands.

Many organisations find that their IT infrastructure  has 
developed over time in a way that introduces constraints to 
their efforts to grow business. Server sprawl is a common 
problem and tends to result in more complex IT architectures 
with corresponding demands on management costs, software 
licence charges, space and energy.

The use of virtualisation has helped address some of the issues  
which businesses can  experience with  x86 system designs. 
A typical installation may reduce for example, a thousand 
servers to a few hundred. The lower number of servers is 
bound to result in savings but those savings are often offset 
by virtualisation software licence charges. Additionally, issues 
around systems change management  are often not adequately 
addressed.

IBM has been  doing this for over 50 years now, with large 
consolidated platforms running optimised multi-tenanted  
virtualised workloads  in a cloud environment – IBM System Z – 
Mainframe Technology. But apparently, no one uses mainframe 
anymore! Isn’t that old, very expensive technology that won’t 
support  modern day  operating systems, applications and 
work loads? Let’s address each of these concerns...

Challenges
There are many common misconceptions around mainframes. 
The most recent mainframe when introduced in 2010 saw 
single image performance improvement of 60% with zero 
additional energy consumption when compared with its 
predecessors and within a smaller physical footprint.

Mainframes are Expensive
If talking purely in terms of acquisition costs then, yes, 
mainframes are more expensive when compared with other 
technologies available in the market place .

HOWEVER, ask yourself;

• How many single x86 servers for example would be 
required to match a single Mainframe’s total compute 
power? 25 Servers? 50 Servers? 100 Servers?             
500 Servers? More?

• Consider this; Software is typically licenced per processor 
core, with this in mind, what would be the cost difference 
between for example, Oracle Licencing for 120 Mainframe 
cores and say 2000 x86 cores?

• What would be difference in floor space, required power 
and cooling between a single Mainframe and multiple 
racks of x86 servers? If there was a hardware failure within 
either environment, how long would it take to identify and 
isolate the fault?

• So yes, acquisition cost of a Mainframe is higher, but 
reliability, availability and serviceability is unrivalled, 
operational expenditure will be considerably lower, 
especially if you look at a period of 3 years or more. 
Ask yourself; typically, how long are hardware assets in 
production for on your computer room floor for? 3 Years? 
5 Years? 7 Years?
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People do business. We make IT work.

• Nearly 1/3 of the FTSE 100

• All of the top UK retail banks

• All of the top 5 UK Supermarkets (with a 
combined market share of over 80%)

• Many of the leading UK Insurance companies

And leading UK companies in industries as diverse as 
energy and utilities, Petro-Chemicals,
Professional Services and Government Departments.

Organisations using the IBM ELS System



Bleeding Edge Applications won’t run on 
Mainframe?

Is this true? What do ‘modern’ applications run on? Does a 
particular application ‘care’ what hardware it runs on? The 
answers are, no, as normally, it’s the operating system which an 
application cares about. A popular operating system that you 
have probably heard of, thanks to Linus Torvalds, is Linux AND, 
yes, you guessed it, Linux will run quite happily on the Mainframe 
and has been doing so for almost 15 years.

Anyone that has ever used Linux understands that regardless 
of hardware platform, Linux is Linux. It looks and works no 
differently on an x86 machine as it does on a Mainframe. If your 
application runs on Linux, there’s a 99% chance it’ll run just fine 
on a Mainframe.

What Now?
The flexible, secure, always on Enterprise Architecture

With the previous misconceptions in mind, what would stop you 
from exploring this avenue further? We are willing to explore it for 
you or with you, just ask. Need convincing more?

• An investment in the most modern, highest performing, 
most secure, most resilient, most flexible, most available 
and most serviceable computing platform on the planet. 
The platform that saw the birth of hardware virtualisation as 
we know it;

• A tried, tested and trusted platform that’s capable of 
keeping your financial transactions safe and secure, 
processing them quickly, a system that’s capable of looking 
after and supporting your business;

• A machine that is capable of an unmatched level of 
consolidation. Businesses who have already taken the leap, 
small, medium or large have observed consolidation ratios 
when Mainframes cores are compared with x86 cores of 
between 20:1 and 40:1. Imagine the savings that could be 
made in software licencing alone;

• Simplified management and administration, rapid VM 
provisioning, multiple racks shrinking into a single frame, 
significantly lower energy bills.

What skills are required?
No IT staff with Mainframe skills? If you’re happy with Linux you’ll 
be happy with the Mainframe. Ask us for a demonstration, we 
can show you how simple it would be to become enabled IBM 
System Z enabled for Enterprise Linux.

Why SCC?
IBM and SCC have had a working relationship for over 30 years, 
which is strong at all levels of both organisations and across all 
territories (UK, France, Spain, Netherlands). We are a Premier 
Business Partner and also one of the members of IBM’s Annual 
European Business Partner Advisory Council.

As a Premier partner, we enjoy the Premier level of accreditation 
across the full range of products:

• Hardware including IBM Syetem Z, Power, Storage Intel, 
Pure (Pure Data, Pure Application, Pure Flex), iDataplex.

• All Software products (We are the most accredited partner 
in Europe)

• TSS (Technical Support Services).

• IBM Solutions such as Netezza, Pure Data Our Credentials 
Long standing professional partnership spanning over 30 
years.

• Pre-eminent expertise in the breadth and depth of IBM 
technologies available.

• Strategic commitment to working with partners that are 
proven to remove unnecessary cost, achieve ROI and 
deliver growth through service performance.

• Integrated IBM-SCC support services

• Ability to deliver wide range of IBM consultancy, 
workshops, implementation and post delivery services.

• Portfolio of high profile clients already benefitting from our 
proven IBM expertise.

We have also gained Speciality Status for IBM Power 
Systems, IBM Storage and Pure/flex. Speciality Partner Status 
recognises and rewards IBM Business Partners who make a 
significant investment in skills and certifications, have acquired 
and completed client references, and have achieved market 
differentiation by successfully selling and deploying solutions 
based on the respective IBM technologies.
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• Long standing professional partnership spanning 
over 30 years.

• Pre-eminent expertise in the breadth and depth of 
IBM technologies available.

• Strategic commitment to working with partners 
that are proven to remove unnecessary cost, 
achieve ROI and deliver growth through service 
performance.

• Integrated IBM-SCC support services.

• Ability to deliver wide range of IBM consultancy, 
workshops, implementation and post delivery 
services.

• Portfolio of high profile clients already benefitting 
from our proven IBM expertise.
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